Introduction
In the paper we study spectral properties of Morse shifts over finite, abelian group. This paper is a continuation of investigations from [8] .
Let x==fc°xfr 1 x ... be a continuous Morse sequence over G and let ft, be a G-symbolic minimal set defined by x (detailed definitions arc given in paragraph 1). Let us denote by T the shift transformation on Q, and by Fo the set of all eigenfunctions of T. T has a continuous spectrum on the orthogonal complement r of Fo. Many spectral properties of T on r arc known in case Ga=Z2«{0, I}. KAKUTANI [5] and KEANE (7] described a mcsurc n on R/Z that determines the maximal spectral type of T on r. Each two such measures arc cither orthogonal or equivalent QUEFFELEC (14] gave more detailed description of such measures. DEL JUNCO [3] proved that T has a simple spectrum on r if x=01 x 01 x . . . (this is the well-known Morse sequence). It is shown in [8] that this result is true for every continuous Morse sequence over {0, 1}. In this connection the question of spectral multiplicity arises in the class of dynamical systems corresponding to continuous Morse sequences over a finite, abelian group. The value of multiplicity function of such systems is bounded by | G | because it is not difficult to infer from [12] that the rank of each Morse dynamical system is less or equal than | G ] (see also [9] ). The question of spectral multiplicity of Morse systems have a connection with ROBINSON'S and GOODSON'S papers [16] , [4] . Using interval exchange transformations Robinson constructed ergodic automorphisms with arbitrary finite maximal spectral multiplicity. Goodson tried to simplify Robinson's construction by using the stacking method. He constructed an ergodic automorphism which admits simple approximation with multiplicity 3 having the maximal spectral multiplicity equal to 2. He wrote (without proof) that is method allow to construct ergodic automorphisms with rank ^M and with maximal spectral multiplicity equal to M -1 for each natural number M. Lemanczyk noticed that Goodson's example is exactly the shift transformation defined by a Morse sequence x==010x010x . . . over Zy In this connection a suggestion arose that Goodson's construction is impossible in the class of stacking transformations obtained by Morse sequences of a form x = h x b x . . . for each natural number At. In our paper we confirm that suggestion. The other reason to investigate the multiplicity function of Morse dynamical systems over G, | G | ^ 3, is conected with considerations in [10] about centralizers of Morse shifts. The author proved that automorphisms arising from regular Morse sequences over Z^ of the form jc==fc°xb 1 x . . ., the set {b*}^o ls finite have countable but not trivial centralizers and noticed that his result is true for all regular Morse sequences over G satisfying the condition the set { h 1 } is finite and having simple spectra.
In this paper we give a necessary condition for Morse dynamical system induced by x=b°xb 1 x... over G to have multiple spectrum (.w {6) in paragraph 2). In case x=bxbx... this condition become sufficient too. It is very probably that (6) is also sufficient if x is an arbitrary Morse sequence
In paragraph 3 some applications of (6) are given It allo^ to find a large class of Morse dynamical systems over G with simple spectra It turns out that in some sense "most" of Morse sequences have simple TOMF 115 -19K7 -s 1 SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF G-SYMBOLIC MORSE SHIFTS 21 spectra. We solve the problem of spectral multiplicity in case G=Z., n is a prime number and x=b x b x . . . We prove that T on F has a homogeneous spectrum and its multiplicity function is equal to two iff b is a symmetrical block and it is equal to one for the remaining blocks. We also place some examples of special substitutions having non-homogeneous spectrum on F We Finish the paper by proving that the spectral multiplicity T on r is less than n-1 for every substitution i -» fc-hi, i€Z,, where b is a block over Z,, and M^4. This shows that the Goodson's construction is impossible in the class of stacking transformations arising from such substitutions. For spectral theory of unitary operators we refer to [15] .
The authors would like to thank a reviewer of this paper for many valuable suggestions.
Preliminaries
First we introduce notions, definitions and notations used in the paper. Let G be a finite, abclian group and let A^f]^ In the sequel all blocks considered arc over G and we will write "blocks" if no confusion can arise (1) x^x^x
We will assume that each block b\ 00, contains every symbol from G and that x is nonperiodic. Such a sequence x is called a generalized Morse sequence over G (see [II] , [12] ). It is known that there exist an almost periodic two-sided sequence co such that If v is an one-sided sequence and 6 is a block then the number
is called r^e relative average frequency ofb in y\ whenever the limit exists. It is known [12] that (f^, T) is strictly ergodic iff
for every g e G and r ^ 0, where
The unique T-in variant (ergodic) measure n, on ft, can be obtained as the relative average frequency of the blocks in x. For the remainder of the paper we assume that the sequence x=fc°-h/? 1 x . . . is strictly transitive i. c. (Q^ T) is a strictly ergodic system. It is not difficult to show that the conditions/r(g, b t )^p>0 for every geG and r=0, 1, .. . imply x is a strictly transitive sequence. Now we recall some spectral properties of Morse dynamical system (Hr T, 4,) contained in [12] . Let 6 be the dual group of G. 6 is isomorphic to G and we denote by g the element of G corresponding to geG We define [12] presented a necessary and sufficient condition of continuouity ofx which is a generalization of a condition given by KEANE [6] when G^Z2
. Spectral investigations
In the sequel we will assume that (1) is a continuous Morse sequence. Therefore T has a continuous spectrum on r= ®^«o r^.
In this section we will examine a measure ^ belonging to the maximal spectral type of T on Fy, geG, g ^ 0, for a given continuous Morse sequence x.
THEOREM 1. -T has a simple spectrum on each Ty g ^ 0, and the function h^ : Q, -^ C defined by ^((o)=^(o)[0]) determines the maximal spectral type of T on Fy
Proof. -The theorem can be shown in a similar way as in [8] , [14] , [4] . According to BAXTER lemma [1] it is sufficient to indicate a sequence {V^t^o of T-invariant, cyclic subspaces of 1^ such that Vf cr ^p t^O, andr,=U^o^f-Put
. . x y-1 xy, yea^ and yW^h}
where 1^ is the characteristic function of C*. It holds
where
Let ^f be the cyclic subspace of Ty defined by rf. The equality (2) is of a form
where Pf is a polynomial.
Since the spectral measures of rf+i are continuous and the function r-^Pf (2) Let \t\ be the measure on R/Z determined by the function gy: Q^ -+ C, f^O. We will write ^ instead of n^. Now repeating the same arguments as in [7] we come to the following theorem. By the same reasoning as in [8] we can establish that (3) implies the following (4) sup|^(0-il,,(/)|--0.
Using the spectral theorem we can write (4) in the other form. We havê Therefore (4) is equivalent to the following condition
I e Z r -oc
The condition (7) sup |^(0-^(0|--0
KKy, »-oc
can be obtained from [13] , p. 399. In fact, the measure Uy, geG, g^O. is a spectral leasure of ^-multiplicative sequence ^(k}=g(x[k]}, k^O, wherê •^ }i^o-Thus we have:
^(k^-l).~y(k). U,(-0=H,(0 (^) ^0+Jtc'n,)==J^O).^(ic.n,) (/^O. ^0. 0<;<n.).
The first statement follows from a strictly ergodicity of the {fly T, u,) and the second from the equalities it is easy to check that^(
and in general
If^-H, then
zr-oi^^-^-^^-^i^0 0 for every sequence {fc,}, 1 ^b,<\^,. The last condition and (8) implies (7) 3, G-symbolic Morse shifts with simple spectra
The condition (6) permits to answer some questions concerning of G-symbolic Morse dynamical systems. One of them is the question of spectral multiplicity of such systems. On the one hand all Morse shifts over Zj have simple spectra. On the other hand the GOODSON'S example (4] shows that (his statement is false in the class of all Morse shifts. We will throw some light on this question.
We assume that 
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The sequence x determines a set {^{}, r^O, /eZ, of elements of Sjj,, where p\=-(p\(r) \^, and the numbers p\(r) are defined by (5). Now we can interpret (6) in a geometrical sense. First we observe that (9) defines a )G(-2-dimensional plane in ^l <^l "' l [we omitt p(0)] so the set Sg, g') is the intersection of that plane and S(G|. Then (6) means that the R^G' ' Distances of the vectors {^} to S ^, g') converge to zero as (^ oc uniformly with respect to /= -h 1, +2, ...
The above considerations lead to a sufficient condition for Morse shift (Q^. T) to have simple spectrum. Namely, we set
S-U^^cS^g').
Remark 3. -A Morse dynamical system (Cly T, p^) has simple spectrum if a sequence of probability vectors {p!}^o ^l as a ^l mlt POM contained in S^c (\5 for at least one /eZ. In particular this statement is true for /= 1.
Proof. -To show this we observe that the assumption of the remark quarantee that (6) is not satisfied for all g, geG, so ^yl^ g^g\ g^O^g'. Considering that T has a simple apectrum on each Ty geG, we obtain that T has a simple spectrum on L 2 (ft^ nj. Now we will construct a large class of Morse shifts over G having simple spectra. First we will prove that for every p'(p(r)^^G €^\ G\ with p(r)>0, reG, there exists a continuous Morse sequence x such that p=lim,/?p where ;?i, r^O, are defined by (5) for /= 1. For this purpose we will need formulas on p\ (r), r^O, reG. Put Using (11) and some combinatorial arguments we obtain The equality (12) show that if \-^oo then the sequences of vectors {^} and KO/^r-O-^^reGL^o have the same set of limit points. Thus Remark 3 remains true if we replace the vectors {p\ } by {<(l/(^-l)).^(r)>^}^o.
Take peS^Q^ with positive members p(r), reG, and choose a sequence of positive integers {^},^o suc^ ^at ^-» oo and for every prime factor p of |G|, p\\^ t^O. Next we find a sequence of probability vectors
= .
---. rcG. A,-1 p>0 for t^O and reG.Ĩ t is easy to construct blocks V over G, t^O, satisfying
/r(r,y)^p'>0
for (^0 and reG, where 5' i (r), reG, r^O, are dcfmcd by (10) . The above conditions quarantee that x^x^x . . .
is a strictly transitive Morse sequence and the condition p\\ for every prime factor? of |G), f^O, implies that x is continuous (see [12] ).
Let MQ be a class of all Morse sequences over G constructed as above for all p= <?('•) ^.c^^icr^S with p(r)>0, reG. Then for every xe^o the corresponding Morse shift (ft,, T, nj has simple spectrum. The class M\ may be treated as a "large" class by this reason that /, Q ((G, Q j) > 0 while / ^ {S I = 0. where /, c, is the ! G I -I -dimensional Lebesque measure Proo/. -Lemma is a simple consequence of the lemmas 1 and 3 from [13] . Let Now we also assume that n is a prime number. Then G = Z,. In this case we are able to compute the spectral multiplicity of T on r= ®^«o ^ we wil1 prove that the multiplicity is either one or two and it is two iff b is a symmetrical block. Proof. -Because Z, is a field then the condition CQ, k) can be written as^;^.
[5ar
where ^=cxp(27i»7n). Dividing the above equality by -Sf we obtain a polynomial over Q of the degree ^ n -2 having .Sf as a zero. Thus
because the minimal polynomial of -S? over Q has the degree n-1. It is easy to see that the last condition is equivalent to the thesis of the lemma. It follows from Lemma 2 that ^.=^,j, keZ^ iff j.k'^H, where H is a subgroup of Z^. Hence the spectrum of T on r is homogeneous and its spectral multiplicity is equal to the index of H in ZJ. Proof. -According to the result in [12] if n is prime then the maximal spectral type of T on r is continuous for all sequences defined by (13) .
Let H be a subgroup of Z? such that | H | ^ 3 and The next lemma shows that the multiplicity greater than one is possible without the assumption b is a symmetrical block if n is nonprime. In the other hand the block b is symmetrical i. e. ^(r)=5,(-r) for reZ, and /= 1, . . ., \-1 then the condition CQ, -7) is satisfied for eachjeZ,, J^O.
We end this paper by the following. Proof. -Let us suppose that the spectral multiplicity is equal to n~l. Then the numbers s,(r), reZ,, /= 1, . . ., X-1 satisfy the conditions C(l, 2), C(l, 3), . . ., C(l, n-l)thatis: The conditions (15) arc n-2 equations with n-1 unknows s,(l). ..5,(n~l). Since del \y -^ *h^,-2. 2<^.-i ^0 then the dimension of the solution space is 1. Observe that y (!)=>• (2) ==v(n-l)=l is a solution of (15). Hence we conclude that any solution of (15) has a form (^.J, ..,</). Thus s,(l)^(2)= . . . =s,(n~l)for/=l, . . ., X~l what is impossible.
